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Introduction 

The sun is both friend and foe in architecture. It 
warms rooms in the winter and animates spaces with 
dynamic sparkle. But when a building is already too 
warm, the sun is a burden on the air conditioning 
system and reduces occupant comfort. Minimizing the 
energy waste and discomfort often associated with 
poorly designed windows is an easy target for 
architects and engineers. 
 
 
Shading Reduces Air Conditioning  

Solar heat transmitted through windows can translate into serious air conditioning loads. It 
is a particularly expensive form of heat gain since it typically occurs at peak utility periods 
when rates are highest. 

Typically, a problem window will require retrofit, resulting in a total cost much higher than 
if the problem had been avoided before construction.  

With proper shading strategies, air conditioning loads in California can be significantly 
reduced. Consider the following:  

• About 20% of commercial cooling load in California is due to solar gains.  

• About 50% of California’s residential cooling load comes from solar gains.  

• Up to 80% of solar heat gain can be eliminated with proper shading.  

Solar cooling load can be minimized by shading the windows, using solar control glazing or 
applying a retrofit window film. Proper control of solar heat can also reduce the size of 
mechanical systems in new construction. In fact, any additional cost for shading devices or 
glazing treatments is typically paid for in mechanical equipment savings. 

How can designers determine the best window features for a particular application? The 
physical dynamics of windows, thermal energy, and occupant comfort are complex. 
Designers can ensure optimum air conditioning savings by preventing direct sunlight from 
ever striking the glass. In other words, sunlight is best intercepted by an exterior shading 
system, allowing the glass and interior window coverings to serve other functions, such as 
view and privacy. If exterior shading is not possible, the information most readily available 
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to designers for comparison of products is the shading coefficient data provided in 
manufacturer literature for glazing and shading products. 

Shading coefficient indicates total solar heat gain through the product. A lower number 
means less solar heat gain. This simplified performance characteristic; however, can only 
approximate true performance. Experience indicates that shading coefficients may 
significantly overestimate performance, so use caution when applying the shading 
coefficient for glazings and window treatments in heat gain calculations. Perhaps an 
analogy to keep in mind when using these data is "your mileage may differ".  
Shading Improves Comfort  
While sunlight can bring "sparkle" into a building and is often a welcome presence in 
public areas of a building, it is usually inappropriate to allow direct sunlight into an 
immediate working area. Sunlight striking windows typically causes four comfort 
problems:  

• Direct sunlight striking the skin or nearby surfaces can give building occupants the 
sensation that the space is too hot.  

• High light level and glare from a direct sunbeam make desk tasks more visually 
difficult.  

• Bright windows can cause both direct and reflected glare if not properly controlled or 
balanced by other light sources in the working space.  

• Hot glass causes discomfort to those who must work nearby. Sun striking a tinted 
window can raise its surface temperature to well over 100°F.  

Shading the windows from direct solar beams keeps both the space and the glass cooler. 
Use caution when partially shading tinted glass. Consult the glazing manufacturer about 
thermal stresses before proceeding. 
Shading Decreases Glare  
Glare from windows can be a more difficult visual comfort factor than glare from electric 
lighting, since the light source (the window) is usually within our field of view, rather than 
above us. Windows also vary in brightness as the sky changes and the sun moves. For glare 
control in addition to shading, consider an exterior translucent shade, or a finely-spaced 
exterior screen or louver system, or window film. Alternatively, interior translucent shades 
can effectively reduce glare; however, the solar control will be less effective than with an 
exterior solution. 
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Shading Technologies  
Options for a shading typically fall into three categories, listed here in order of 
effectiveness:  

• An exterior attachment to the building or window  

• A film or coating treatment applied to the glass  

• An interior window covering  

Exterior shading systems intercept solar beams before they strike the glass, which is the 
most effective way to reduce solar loads. Exterior shading takes many forms, ranging from 
fully integrated architectural features to independent facade attachments. Exterior shading 
can eliminate up to 80% of solar heat gain.  

• Movable systems, such as louvers, fins or awnings, can accommodate changing 
occupant needs and the moving sun. These are especially useful for low sun angles, as 
on east and west facades. An automated movable device optimizes energy savings, 
occupant comfort, and view.  

• Fixed systems, such as overhangs, fixed louvers, fixed fins, fixed awnings, screens, and 
window setbacks work especially well on south facades. Fixed systems are typically 
easier to install and maintain, and less expensive than movable systems.  

The most welcome exterior shading system is a leafy tree. An evergreen provides shade 
year round, while a deciduous tree can let through warming sunshine in the winter.  

Glazing treatments, such as reflective coatings, glazing tints, spectrally selective coatings, 
or applied retrofit films, are good solutions when shading devices are not an option. See the 
fact sheets "Understanding Glazing Principles" and "Applied Solar Films." 

Interior shading devices are generally less expensive and less of a maintenance concern 
than exterior devices; however, they are the least effective thermal shading solutions. Many 
manufacturers offer a wide range of horizontal louvers, vertical fins, translucent roller 
shades, drapes, and other interior window treatments. 
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Comparison of Typical Shading Systems 

System Percent reduction in solar heat gain 
vs. 1/4" single-pane clear glazing. 

Optimum exterior shading 80% 
Reflective glazing/films 37-68% 
Tinted glazing 26-37% 
Spectrally selective glazing 37-58% 
Interior light colored blinds, 
lowered but open 30% 

Interior medium colored 
blinds, lowered but open 22% 

Interior translucent shade 54% 
Interior opaque shade, white 59% 
Interior opaque shade, dark 15% 

 
The ability of an interior device to reduce cooling load depends entirely on how well it 
reflects solar energy back through the window before it turns into room heat. Products vary 
widely in this characteristic. The best choice is a light-colored device. A motorized shade is 
preferred over a manual one due to ease of operation, the ability to remotely locate the 
switches, and the option to connect to an automatic controller for energy savings. 
  
 
For More Information  
 
For pricing information about shading devices for commercial and residential applications, 
contact: 
SkyCo Shading Systems, Inc 
4007 West Segerstrom Ave. 
Santa Ana, CA  92704 
Tel: 714-708-3038  
Fax: 714-708-3053 
or 
R.D. Sunshine Co., Inc. 
611 Magic Mile Rd. #201 
Arlington, TX. 6011 
Tel: 800-776-6786 
Fax: 800-871-5577 

Or call 1-800-468-4743 for more information about PG&E's energy efficiency programs 
and other services. 
 
Copyright (c) May 1997, Pacific Gas and Electric Company, all rights reserved. 
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